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Abstract

The study objectives were to develop, trial and evaluate a cross-cultural adaptation of the Adaptive Behavior Assessment System-Second Edition Teacher Form (ABAS-II TF) ages 5-21 for use with Indigenous Australian students ages 5-14. This study introduced a multiphase mixed-method design with semi-structured and informal interviews, school observations, and psychometric analyses of existing and new Northern Territory student data. It trained teachers to undertake psychological testing of Indigenous students. The cross-cultural adaptation was performed according to the internationally recommended methodology, using forward translation, back-translation, revision by an expert committee, and a pilot trial. The reliability was estimated through internal consistency and standard error of measurement. The validity was assessed through test content, response process, internal structure, internal consistency, age group differences, inter-correlations among adaptive domains, and correlations with other variables. A clinical validity study tested students’ performance with and without special education needs. The results indicated good internal consistency for the adaptive domains and composite score (Social Adaptive Domain, alpha=.92; Conceptual Adaptive Domain, alpha=.94; Personal Adaptive Domain, alpha=.78; General Adaptive Composite, alpha=.94). The standard error of measurement indicated high test accuracy. Content -, construct -, and concurrent validity were measured. Concurrent validity evaluated the mean scores of
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students with and without special education needs, indicated significant variance (p<0.001). The data showed that the cross-cultural adaptation process was successful, and the adapted instrument demonstrated satisfactory psychometric properties, making it valid and reliable to use in the Indigenous context.
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1. Introduction

School psychologists at Northern Territory (NT) Department of Education provide psycho-educational information to schools and parents. They obtain evidence through assessment and testing. Typical assessments may include testing of intellectual -, academic -, adaptive behaviour - and/or social and emotional functioning (Australian Psychological Society (APS), 2013).

NT school psychologists further ascertain levels of special education needs and verify formal diagnoses in advising the current Special Education Support Program (SESP) funding process (SESP, 2015). Responsible test use which includes the administering of culturally appropriate psychological tests is therefore essential for valid and reliable test outcomes (Bartram, 2001; Bartram, Byrne, Leong, Hambleton, Oakland, van de Vijver & Cheung, 2009). School psychologists are required to use standardised test results to verify formal diagnosis or specific disabilities (APS, 2012; APS, 2013).

While there are an increasing number of standardised psychological tests available for mainstream use (Pearson Clinical Assessment Australia & New Zealand, 2015) there are very few instruments tailored for use with Australian Indigenous school students. Concerns about the widespread use of mainstream tests with Indigenous people have been reported in the international literature over recent decades (Dingwall, Pinkerton & Lindeman, 2013; Kearins, 1981 & 1986; Lonner & Sandberg, 1985; Westerman, 2007). Calls for cross-cultural test adaptation have also been a feature of this literature (Hambleton, Merenda & Spielberger, 2005). Despite these concerns, Australian school psychologists continue to rely on mainstream tools to assess Indigenous students. This carries risk of unreliable test results and invalid interpretation, misdiagnosis or over-diagnosing (APS, 2012; Ferrari, 2009; Westerman, 2007).

The use of mainstream psychological assessment tools with Indigenous students raises several concerns. These include the quality of assessments, issues of equity, the cultural relevance of test materials, and how they take account of Indigenous language use and the socio-economic background of students. The cultural knowledge of the practitioner can also be a significant factor in test administration and interpretation (Dana, 1994; Kearins, 1988; Klenowski, 2009). These continuing concerns highlight the need for developing appropriate and culturally safe psychological tools for Indigenous students (Dingwall et al., 2013).

NT school psychologists have identified the need for a cultural specific measure of students’ adaptive behaviour for a) determining the level of adaptive behaviour functioning (Harrison & Oakland, 2003), b) identifying adaptive strengths and weaknesses (Harrison &
Oakland, 2003), c) informing diagnosis and the level of severity of functional impairments, e.g. intellectual disability (American Psychiatric Association, 2013), c) informing education programs, and d) informing the school funding for children with special needs (School Psychology Practice Handbook, 2015).

The Adaptive Behavior Assessment System-Second Edition Teacher Form (ABAS-II TF) was developed in the United States with psychometric properties considerable suitable for use in Australia. It is a teacher rating form which assesses 10 skill areas/adaptive domains, produces a general adaptive composite score (GAC), and has high internal consistency and test re-test reliability (Harrison & Oakland, 2003; Pearson Clinical Assessment Australia & New Zealand, 2015). Key areas of functioning assessed by the ABAS-II TF include Conceptual Reasoning, Social Interactions, and Practical Functioning. These adaptive domains comprise items assessing specific skills in communication, community use, functional academics, school living, health and safety, leisure, self-care, self-direction, social and work areas.

This study’s objective was to develop, evaluate and trial a cross-cultural adaptation of the ABAS-II TF for Indigenous students ages 5-14. It involved 9 of the 10 skill areas, excluding the 10th skill area, “work” (Harrison & Oakland, 2003).

2. Methods

Ethics clearance was obtained from the Human Research Ethics Committee of the Northern Territory Department of Health and Menzies School of Health Research, and Charles Darwin University Human Research Ethics Committee. The NT Department of Education gave approval for the study and permission was granted by the Western Psychological Services Los Angeles for the cultural adaptation study. Informed consent was obtained for all participants and stakeholders.

This study used a multiphase, mixed-methods design which was a natural extension of the procedures school psychologists use in their day-to-day activities (Kalil, Yoshikawa, Way, & Weisner, 2008; Powell, Mihalas, Onwuegbuzie, Suldo, & Daley, 2008). This study sample involved NT Indigenous and non-Indigenous students, educators and schools from both government and independent schools, and was broadly representative of the schooling circumstances of the Northern Territory.

Semi-structured interviews were first conducted with sixteen educators and in-school observations made to obtain “local expert” information on the cultural, community and school relevance of each original checklist item.

Convenience sampling was used to select a sample of 150 students and attending NT schools who had been assessed with the ABAS-II. This sample was stratified to obtain a balanced distribution of Indigenous and non-Indigenous students, males and females, and
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The ABAS-II TF data collected on this sample was then examined to identify items and scales which might be operating differently for Indigenous and non-Indigenous students. Univariate and bi-variate descriptive analyses, reliability analyses, principal component analysis, and exploratory factor analysis was carried out using the Statistical Package for the Social Sciences (SPSS) software version 20. Rasch modelling analysis was then undertaken using the Rasch Unidimensional Measurement Model (RUMM2020) software (Kreiner & Christensen, 2011; Smith, 2002). Inferences from these analyses and the findings from the structured interviews were combined to inform the selection of items to be retained in the initial version of the adapted measure.

The next stage of the adaptation process involved wording and language modifications of the standard ABAS-II TF items to standard Australian English relevant to the Indigenous school context. This process followed the internationally recommended guidelines for translation, back-translation, revision by a committee, and trial administration of the adapted instrument (Beaton, Bombardier, Guillemin, & Ferraz, 2000; Guillemin, Bombardier, & Beaton 1993). Three independent translators completed the forward translation and all three agreed on a consensus version. This was then back-translated into United States (U.S) English and cross-verified with the original version. A committee comprising of a Speech Therapist, a Speech and Language teacher, and a School Psychologist assessed this version for content validity. The initial revised version was titled the Adaptive Behaviour Assessment System: Indigenous Australian Adaptation Model (ABAS:IAAM).

The ABAS: IAAM was then piloted in the next phase of the adaptation process. This involved training 47 school teachers to administer the ABAS: IAAM. These teachers were also interviewed on their perceptions of the cultural and contextual relevance of the adapted tool. The pilot data were collected on the sample of 120 Indigenous students who were broadly representative of the NT Indigenous school population. They included 62 (51.7%) boys, and 58 (48.3%) girls. Students from the urban education settings were in the minority (15%) in comparison to the remote setting (42.5%) and the very remote setting (42.5%), and 26.6% of participating students were identified as having special education needs.

2.1 Analytic methods

A range of descriptive statistical analyses, reliability analyses, principal component and factor analyses were then undertaken to further refine the adapted tool and to document the measurement properties of the final version. This included identifying items not working as they should in their contribution to specific domain scales and the General Adaptive Composite (GAC) score (Beaton, et al., 2000). Comparative assessments of these students were also made by two school psychologists using the Naglieri Nonverbal Assessment Test and the Wechsler Nonverbal Scale of Ability, both of which are considering culturally fair for use with Indigenous students (Naglieri, 2003; Wechsler & Naglieri, 2006).

The reliability of the ABAS: IAAM was estimated through its internal consistency (alpha) and standard error of measurement (SEm). Validity was assessed through effective test content, response process, internal structure, internal consistency and examination of age group differences. Validity was further assessed through examination of the inter-correlations among adaptive domains and correlations with other measures. Discriminant validity was assessed.
using Independent–Samples T-Tests of mean differences in the ABAS: IAAM scores of students with and without special education needs when assessed on other cognitive measures (Field, 2009; Howell, 2007).

3. Findings

The initial psychometric analysis of the 150 ABAS-II Teacher Forms showed strong psychometric properties across the Indigenous and non-Indigenous Australian students (Cronbach’s alpha of .735 and .981 respectively). However, several item performance differences were noticed between the groups i.e. differential item functioning (cultural bias). These and other items identified by the qualitative analysis as ambiguous or inappropriate for the Indigenous context were then eliminated to reduce the original 172 items to 47 items considered in the first factor analysis. This resulted in an even distribution of retained items across the original 9 ABAS-II scales: Communication n=6 (C2, C3, C4, C8, C16, C18); Community Use n=5 (CU1, CU6, CU8, CU13, CU14); Functional Academics n=5 (FA3, FA4, FA8, FA13, FA18); Health and Safety n=5; (HS1, HS3, HS8, HS12, HS18); Leisure n=5 (L1, L8, L12, L13, L16); School Living n=5, (SL2, SL8, SL10, SL16, SL17); Self-Care n=6, (SC1, SC5, SC8, SC10, SC12, SC17); Self-Direction n=5, (SD3, SD4, SD14, SD16, SD19); Social n=6 (S2, S8, S9, S14, S15).

3.1. Principal Component Analysis

The Kaiser-Meyer-Olkin (KMO) measure of the adequacy of the sample of 150 ABAS-II Teacher Forms was .93, indicating it was adequate for factor analysis (Field, 2005). The Bartlett’s test of sphericity measured was significant (p < .001) (Field, 2005) showing the variance in each variable accounted for by all components or factors (Field, 2009). The variables, L13 (.58) and L16 (.59) did not fit well with this factor solution, but were included in the analysis. The initial eigenvalue indicated eight components over 1 with a cumulative percentage of 72.1. The Pattern Matrix with an oblique (promax) rotation method suggested acceptable loadings for 42 of the 47 items suggesting that items CU8, SC5, SL10, and SD16 should be dropped.

3.2. Exploratory Factor Analysis

The next step was to conduct an Exploratory Factor Analysis with the remaining 42 items. The KMO measure of sampling adequacy of 0.93 indicated this was acceptable for factor analysis (Field, 2009); and the Bartlett’s test of sphericity was also significant (p < .001) (Field, 2009). The resulting communality values indicated the variables, C2 (.56), C3 (.59), CU13 (.49), L13 (.58), L1 (.59), L16 (.51), SL2 (.54), and SL17 (.54) did not fit well with the factor solution, but were retained in the analysis. The scree plot of Eigen values indicated 3 to 5 factors contributing to the main variability of the data (Field, 2009). Three factors were extracted using the Principal Axis Factoring with an oblique „promax” rotation method. The rotation converged in 6 iterations. Acceptable loadings, factors >.4 and no cross-loadings, for
31 of the 42 items were detected. Items C8, C16, FA3, FA4, HS3, L16, SL8, SD4, S8, and S14 were deleted. The reduced items had factor loadings between .466 (SC1) and .921 (HS16).

The reliability of the three adaptive domains and general adaptive composite score of the pilot ABAS: IAAM indicated excellent internal consistency (Cronbach’s alpha, CA) for the Indigenous sample (75), Non-Indigenous sample, and the combined sample (150). For the combined sample the CA for factor domain 1, 2 and 3, and GAC, was .93, .94, .88, and .95 respectively.

3.3. Rasch Modelling

The reliability indexes of the factor domains and general adaptive composite were obtained with* and without** item extremes. Cronbach’s alpha for GAC = .95*, .94**; FD 1 = .93*, .92**; FD 2 = .94*, .92**. The Rasch analysis further ascertained item and scale person/response characteristics of the pilot ABAS: IAAM with Indigenous and non-Indigenous student data, and identified certain items having different response characteristics (i.e. bias), as per next item example: “Tells teachers, friends, or others about his/her favorite activities”. This item indicates mild bias towards non-Indigenous students.

![Fig. 1: Communication item 4: Differential item functioning by ethnicity](image)

3.4. Cross-cultural adaptation

There was a good agreement on the forward U.S English to standard Australian English for the NT Indigenous context, and the backward translation to U.S English that was compared with the original version and reviewed by the expert committee of linguistic and education professionals and required only minimal changes. The respondents replied positively on adaptations made to the directions and checklist items of the adapted version during their training. They were pleased with the much shorter checklist version. One item was referred back to the expert committee. Table 1 presents selected changes made to the „Directions” and „checklist items”.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Directions for administration</th>
<th>Adapted version</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Original text</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

2004
The Adaptive Behavior Assessment System-Second Edition (1St line) is designed to measure important behaviors an individual displays at home, school, work, and other settings.

The Adaptive Behaviour Assessment System: Indigenous Australian Model is designed to measure important behaviours Indigenous students display at home, school, and other settings.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Checklist items</th>
<th>Adapted version</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Finds the restrooms at school by himself/herself. Tells teachers, friends, or others about his/her favorite activities.</td>
<td>Finds the toilets at school by himself/herself. Tells teachers, friends, or others about his/her favourite activities.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Follows safety rules when on the school bus or when travelling on a field trip.</td>
<td>Follows safety rules when at school or when travelling on an excursion.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

3.5. Pilot trial of the adapted measure

In order to evaluate the equivalence of the ABAS: IAAM within the Indigenous cultural environment, trained respondents completed ABAS: IAAM forms for the 120 participating students as a trial (Beaton, et al., 2000). These data were then investigated with an Exploratory Factor Analysis (EFA). The resulting KMO of .90 confirmed sampling adequacy for factor analysis (Field, 2009) and the Bartlett’s test of sphericity was also significant (p < .001) (Field, 2009). The EFA with the 31 retained items produced 6 initial factors with eigenvalues larger than 1, together accounting for 73.23% of the total variance. The first factor accounted for 46.2% of the variance, the second for 8.2%, the third for 6.6%, the fourth for 4.8%, the fifth for 3.8%, and the sixth for 3.7%. After rotation of the 6 factors with eigenvalues greater than 1, factors 1, 2, 3 had six, seven, and six items (respectively) with factor loadings greater than 0.4. Factors 4, 5, 6 had five, four, and two items (respectively) with factor loadings greater than 0.4. However the spread of the items in the factors in this solution were not readily interpretable. The scree plot was then assessed visually to determine which components (factors) explained most of the variability in the data (Field, 2009). As the scree plot straightened after factors 3 to 6, and only explained a negligible proportion of the variability, these were considered unimportant (Field, 2009).

In a three-factor solution which converged in six iterations, five items were found to load on the third factor, eleven items on the second and eight items on the first factor. The three factors accounting for 61% of the total variance. Items Q10 - C4; Q17 – HS12; Q18 – L12; Q20 – CU13; Q22 – SD14; Q24 – S15; and Q28 – SL17 were deleted due to their cross-loading onto more than one factor domain. Factor 1 included a combination of conceptual and practical items. Factor 2 had a combination of social, practical and conceptual items. Factor 3 contained practical items only.

There were 11 items in factor 1 with predominately social skill items and this was therefore interpreted as the Social Adaptive Domain. The second factor had 8 predominately conceptual items and was interpreted as the Conceptual Domain, and the third factor domain included only self-care items and interpreted as the Personal Adaptive Domain.
3.6. Psychometric properties of the ABAS-IAAM

3.6.1 Reliability

The ABAS-IAAM was administered once to each participating student due to time limit of the study, the transient nature of school attendance in remote NT Indigenous schools, and because the participating schools agreed to release only one respondent per student age-group for assessment. This meant that the pilot was only able to assess its internal consistency. Test-retest reliability, inter-rater reliability, and cross-form consistency will be assessed in planned future studies. Internal consistency (Cronbach’s coefficient) was evaluated in relation to the instrument as a whole and in relation to the factor domain. The GAC and factor domains all showed high internal consistency with alphas of 0.94, 0.92, and 0.78 respectively. No item in any scale detracted from that scale’s internal consistency.

Internal consistency reliability of the ABAS-IAAM in regards to 5 age-groups, were evaluated. Ages 5-6, 7-8, 9-10, 11-12, and 13-14 showed high internal consistency with alphas of .92, .89, .94, .88, and .93 respectively. Students with*, and without** special education needs reached high internal consistency with alphas; ages 5-6 (-.14*; .87**); ages 7-8 (.86*; .87**); ages 9-10 (.92*; .90**); ages 11-12 (.90*, .81**); and ages 13-14 (.91*, .88**).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Item</th>
<th>M</th>
<th>SD</th>
<th>Item-</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Q2-HS1 Stays with class during excursions without wandering away.</td>
<td>2.43</td>
<td>.753</td>
<td>.731</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Q3-L1 Plays with toys, games, or other fun items with classmates.</td>
<td>2.64</td>
<td>.605</td>
<td>.703</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Q5-C2 Says the names of other people, for example, teachers’ or friends’</td>
<td>2.68</td>
<td>.580</td>
<td>.644</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Q6-S2 Makes friends with others in his/her age group</td>
<td>2.54</td>
<td>.634</td>
<td>.723</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Q7-SL2 Performs daily or weekly classroom jobs.</td>
<td>2.35</td>
<td>.827</td>
<td>.804</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Q8-SD3 Completes routine classroom tasks within a reasonable amount of time.</td>
<td>2.02</td>
<td>.778</td>
<td>.669</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Q9-C3 Names 20 or more familiar objects.</td>
<td>2.58</td>
<td>.741</td>
<td>.644</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Q11- Carries out jobs in all areas of the school.</td>
<td>2.14</td>
<td>1.023</td>
<td>.745</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Q12- Follows safety rules at school or when travelling on an excursion.</td>
<td>2.35</td>
<td>.795</td>
<td>.769</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Q14-L8 Participates with others in a game or other activity without encouragement.</td>
<td>2.38</td>
<td>.700</td>
<td>.576</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Q16-S9 Waits in line at school.</td>
<td>2.40</td>
<td>.814</td>
<td>.653</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note: Scale: N=120, Items 11, M=26.52, SD=6.26, α=.92.

Conceptual Adaptive Domain
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Item</th>
<th>M</th>
<th>SD</th>
<th>Item-Total Corr.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Q13-FA8</td>
<td>1.30</td>
<td>1.089</td>
<td>.779</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Q21-FA13</td>
<td>1.30</td>
<td>1.127</td>
<td>.812</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Q23-CU14</td>
<td>1.68</td>
<td>1.130</td>
<td>.820</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Q25-SL16</td>
<td>2.16</td>
<td>1.012</td>
<td>.752</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Q26-HS16</td>
<td>2.33</td>
<td>1.030</td>
<td>.710</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Q29-C18</td>
<td>1.18</td>
<td>1.128</td>
<td>.813</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Q30-FA18</td>
<td>1.18</td>
<td>1.115</td>
<td>.800</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Q31-SD19</td>
<td>.81</td>
<td>.973</td>
<td>.763</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note: Scale: N=120, Items 8, M=11.93, SD=7.20, α=.94.

**Personal Adaptive Domain**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Item</th>
<th>M</th>
<th>SD</th>
<th>Item-Total Corr.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Q1-CU1</td>
<td>2.98</td>
<td>.129</td>
<td>.576</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Q4-SC1</td>
<td>2.97</td>
<td>.222</td>
<td>.607</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Q15-SC8</td>
<td>2.83</td>
<td>.491</td>
<td>.615</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Q19-SC12</td>
<td>2.91</td>
<td>.317</td>
<td>.631</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Q27-SC17</td>
<td>2.83</td>
<td>.396</td>
<td>.662</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note: Scale: N=120, Items 5, M=14.53, SD=1.22, α=.78.

3.6.2 **Standard of measurement (SEm)**

This study used SEm to demonstrate high test accuracy and test reliability (Harrison & Oakland, 2003). It provided an indication of the scattering of the measurement errors when trying to estimate students’ true scores from their observed test scores (Furr & Bacharach, 2008). The Confidence intervals constructed a range of values within which the true value of the population mean will fall 95% of the time (Field, 2009).
The SEM scores of the factor domains and the GAC were low which specified accurate test scores (Harrison & Oakland, 2003). The SEM scores of the factor domains and the GAC for all age- groups, 5-6, 7-8, 9-10, 11-12, and 13-14, were low which indicated accurate test scores. For the age-groups 11-12, and 13-14, the third domain, Personal Adaptive Domain, did not show any variance in test scores and could not calculate the SEM or Confidence Interval scores. This domain needs more difficult items for the older age-groups. For the clinical sample, the SEM scores for students with - and without special education needs were low and indicated accurate test scores.

3.6.3 Validity

The content validity of the ABAS: IAAM was evaluated by the translators and the review committee throughout the cross-cultural adaptation process and through qualitative analyses of the comments expressed by the interviewees and the respondents. Observation analyses contributed to the quality of the content. Although reductions of items were made; there are items of all skill areas remaining in the new tool. Cross-adaptations of certain items were made (see Table 1). Construct validity was evaluated on whether or not the factor structure and inter-correlations of the ABAS: IAAM were similar to those of the original ABAS-II. The factor structure of both, ABAS-II and ABAS: IAAM indicate three factor domains with a general composite score. Inter-correlations among the items produced correlation ranging from .58 to .82 at p < .001 (see Table 3), and significant inter-correlations showed between the three factor domains and the General Adaptive Scale (p = .000) (see Table 3).

Table 3: Correlations between factor domains (24 items)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Factor</th>
<th>GAC</th>
<th>1</th>
<th>2</th>
<th>3</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>GAC</td>
<td>1.00</td>
<td>.90</td>
<td>.92</td>
<td>.58</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>.91</td>
<td>1.00</td>
<td>.69</td>
<td>.50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>.92</td>
<td>.69</td>
<td>1.00</td>
<td>.44</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>.58</td>
<td>.50</td>
<td>.44</td>
<td>1.00</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note: GAC = General Adaptive Composite; Factor 1 = Social Adaptive Scale; Factor 2 = School & Community Adaptive Scale; Factor 3 = Personal Adaptive Scale

3.6.4 Concurrent validity

It is important for the ABAS: IAAM to correlate with validated measures (Furr & Bacharach, 2008). For this study, the ABAS: IAAM scores were compared with two non-verbal cognitive measurements. These measures were administered at around the same time as the ABAS: IAAM. Positive relationships were found between the ABAS Total z-scores and the WNV Full scale scores; the results follow for 5 age-groups: There were significant positive relationships between the two variables for ages 5 – 6, r (118) = .78**, p = .000; ages 7 – 8, r (118) = .43*, p = .042; ages 9 – 10, r (118) = .64**, p = .000; ages 11 – 12, r (118) = .59**, p = .001; and 13 – 14, r (118) =
.54**, p = .006. **Correlation was significant at the 0.01 level (2-tailed), and * Correlation was significant at the 0.05 level (2-tailed).

There were strong correspondence between the ABAS Total z-scores and the NNAT Full scale scores; the results for 5 age-groups: There were significant positive relationships between the two variables for ages 5 – 6, r (118) = .59*, p = .012; ages 7 – 8, r (118) = .09, p = .678; ages 9 – 10, r(118) = .63**, p = .001; ages 11 – 12, r (118) = .48**, p = .001; and ages 13 – 14, r (118) = .54**, p = .002. **Correlation was significant at the 0.01 level (2-tailed), and *Correlation was significant at the 0.05 level (2-tailed).

3.6.5 Discriminant validity

The ability of the ABAS: IAAM to distinguish between students with and without special education needs was investigated with reference to 32 students in the sample who were independently assessed as having special education needs. Given the small size of this sub-sample only group performance differed are reported in table 4 below.

Table 4. Correlation between students with and without special education needs

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Special Needs</th>
<th>N</th>
<th>Mean</th>
<th>Std. Deviation</th>
<th>Std. Error of Mean</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ABAS: IAAM With Special Needs</td>
<td>88</td>
<td>55.28</td>
<td>12.228</td>
<td>1.303</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Without Special Needs</td>
<td>32</td>
<td>46.63</td>
<td>13.259</td>
<td>2.344</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Levene’s Test Equality of Variances</th>
<th>t-test for Equality of Means</th>
<th>95% CI of the Difference</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>F</td>
<td>Sig.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>------------------------------------</td>
<td>-----</td>
<td>------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ABAS:IAAM</td>
<td>.811</td>
<td>.370</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TS Equal Variance Assumed</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Note: TS=Total Score; CI= Confidence Interval

The group of students without special education needs (N = 88) was associated with an ABAS: IAAM Total Score M = 55.28 (SD =12.23). By comparison, the group of students with special education needs (N = 32) was associated with a numerically smaller ABAS: IAAM Total Score M = 46.63 (SD =13.26). To test the hypothesis that students with and without special education needs were associated with statistically significantly different mean ABAS: IAAM Total Scores, an independent samples t-test was performed. As indicated in Table 4, the assumption of homogeneity of variances was tested and satisfied via Levene’s F test, F(118) = .81, p = .370.

2009
The independent samples t-test was associated with a statistically significant effect, $t(118) = 3.35$, $p = .001$. Thus, the students without special education needs had significantly larger mean ABAS: IAAM Total Scores than the students with special education needs.

3.7. Receiver’s Operating Characteristic (ROC) curves

The ROC curve is a useful way to interpret the sensitivity and specificity levels of a diagnostic test to predict some sort of a dichotomous outcome (Swets, 1973). In this study, we were interested to know if the ABAS: IAAM is a useful test in predicting the probability of students having special education needs and also, if the test was able to determine the cut-off points or scores for a referral needed for specialists intervention. The ROC curves were determined for 5 age-groups. The statistical value was less than .05 for all age-groups and seen as statistically significant. The area under the curve for all age-groups; 5-6 (1.000); 7-8 (.813); 9-10 (.944); 11-12 (.836); and 13-14 (.899), fell in the good to excellent range, ranging from .813 to 1.0, indicating that the ABAS: IAAM had good discriminant validity for this purpose. The 95% confidence interval of the area under the curve implies that for the next 100 samples of students 95% of the samples would have an area under the curve that ranges from (1.000 to 1.000) for ages 5-6; (.596 to 1.000) for ages 7-8; (.862 to 1.000) for ages 9-10; (.669 to 1.000) for ages 11-12; and (.778 to 1.000) for ages 13-14. The results displayed ranges from between .596 (poor) to 1.000 (excellent).

4. Conclusions

The ABAS: IAAM is the first cross-cultural adaptation of the ABAS-II Teacher Form. The original 172 items for the 9 skill areas were reduced to 24 items. The ABAS: IAAM has a similar factor structure with three factor domains and a general adaptive score. The ABAS: IAAM does not consist of skill areas, only skill items. The three factor domains are referred to as the Social Adaptive Domain, the Conceptual Adaptive Domain and the Personal Adaptive Domain. The main change from the original measure is the change of „Practical” Adaptive Domain to „Personal” Adaptive Domain due to the Self-Care items also being included in this domain. The other remaining practical items loaded onto either the Conceptual or Social domains. The ABAS: IAAM performed well on psychometric properties of internal consistency, standard errors of measurement/confidence intervals, content, construct and concurrent validity. In conclusion, this cross-cultural adaptation of the ABAS-II TF produced a short-form version suitable for measuring adaptive functioning of Indigenous Australian students in the Northern Territory.

5. Limitations

Test-retest reliability was not possible due to the study”s scope that did not allow for longitudinal study, and the transient nature of NT Indigenous students. They further have poor attendances, specifically those attending remote and very remote education settings. Participating schools released only one respondent per student age-group (inter-rater reliability was not possible). This study involved the only the ABAS-II Teacher Form (cross-form consistency was not possible). Generalizations of the study”s findings should be made with caution. Small and convenience samples were introduced throughout the study. Although we made efforts to have our samples representative with respect to age, gender, education region.
and setting, the student sample, including those with and without special education needs were not entirely random. The lack of information on the extent of each child’s specific education need is another limitation.

6. Suggestions for future research

Future research should consider improving the psychometric properties of the ABAS: IAAM, especially looking at adding items, for example more challenging items to the Personal Adaptive Domain for the older students to create more variance and less challenging items to the Conceptual Adaptive Domain for the younger students.

This study emphasized the importance of taking into consideration cultural and linguistic factors when validating measures to assess adaptive behaviour skills among Indigenous students.
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